NORTH AMERICAN STEEL

KWIKERECT SERIES 6000
BOLTED & BOLTLESS SHELVING

KWIKERECT SHELVING
STORAGE SYSTEMS
ECONOMICAL QUALITY
STEEL SHELVING
SYSTEMS FOR OFFICE,
INDUSTRIAL OR
COMMERCIAL USE.
BOLTED OR BOLTLESS
(EASILY ADJUSTABLE
COMPRESSION CLIP
TYPE) SHELVING.
INDIVIDUAL
ACCESSORIES
AVAILABLE TO MEET
YOUR SPECIFIC
STORAGE NEEDS.
ATTRACTIVE, DURABLE
POWDER COAT FINISH.

ECONOMICAL WITH INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH AND DURABILITY
CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING 2-TIER MEZZANINE OR CATWALK
VERSATILITY OF MODULAR COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

OUR STRENGTH IS OUR PRODUCT

KWIKERECT SHELVING
ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS
CLOSED UNIT
OPEN UNIT
P - POST
SH - SHELF

P

AR - ANGLE
REINFORCEMENT
FP - FOOTPLATE

SH

BP - BASE PLATE

SD

SD - SHELF
DIVIDERS
PP - SIDE / BACK
PANELS
XB – X-BRACE
(Back & Sides)

XB

AR

PP
BP

FP

FEATURES OF BOLTED AND BOLTLESS SHELVING
 Basic Kwikerect unit consists of four offset angle posts, steel
shelves, side & back braces and compression clips.
 Bolted and Boltless shelving systems offer strength and
durability and are ideal for warehouses and stockrooms.
 Easily assembled and adjusted for changing requirements
without dismantling the unit.
 In the Boltless Kwikerect system the shelf is easily
snapped between compression clips and posts.
 Shelves are adjustable on 1” centres.

 For heavy duty applications, welded box shelves are
available.
 Solid side and back panels are available to create closed
shelving units.
 Shelf dividers allow for multiple storage areas per shelf.
 Baseplates provide neat appearance and prevent dust
from collecting underneath units.
 Versatility allows for designing to customer requirements,
from light shelving storage to 2-tier high mezzanines.

 Flanged shelves are channel formed for strength. Additional

 Shelving units are finished with rust inhibitor undercoating

shelf reinforcements can be added to increase shelf capacity

and durable grey polymer powder coat finish for longevity.

or for impact resistance.

E-mail: sales@naseco.ca

Toll Free: 1-800-735-4153

KWIKERECT SHELVING
COMPONENTS
OFFSET POST

BEADED POST

SHELF CLIP

Available in sizes 6’3” up
to 12’3”., in 12 inch
increments. Cannot be
used as a common post.

Common beaded post in
the front offers full width
accessibility to shelves for
ease of removal.

Four clips are required
Per shelf on intermediate
levels.
Top and bottom shelves
must be bolted.

FLANGED SHELF

BOXED SHELF

Front and back
edges have
return bends
for easy slide in
installation and
provide maximum
storage.

Front & back
edges have
channels
and corners
are welded for
heavy duty
applications.

SIDE X-BRACE

BACK & SIDE PANEL

GUSSET

Use a pair of cross braces
on each alternative back
and side for open type
shelving.
Sizes are nominal, specify
by shelf depth and width.
For units higher than 99”,
one pair of braces are
required for each side and
back (priced per pair).

Use combination of
these heights &
allow for 2” overlap.
Example:
2 of 39” - Fit 75” Posts
1 of 39” - Fit 87” Posts
2 of 51” - Fit 99” Posts

3” gussets can be used
in place of braces.

SHELF DIVIDER

BASEPLATE

BASEPLATE (Beaded Post only)

Full height dividers are used
to segment shelf levels for
storage of individual items.
Angle bent top, bottom
and back, with rolled
edge front. Used primarily
with closed type shelving.

Create a
finished look
and simplify floor
cleaning.
Channel construction
provides strength and
neat appearance.

To simplify floor
cleaning and provide
a clean look. Channel
construction provides
strength & neat appearance.
For use with optional beaded
post only.

STANDARD FOOTPLATE (Galvanized)

BEADED FOOTPLATE (Galvanized)

NUTS & BOLTS

Foot plates are required
on carpet or tiled
floor areas, or
when lagging to the
floor is required.

Footplates can be used for
posts, either side by side
or back to back as one
common footplate.

5 of ¼” pan head nuts
and bolts are provided
per shelf at no
additional charge.

www.northamericansteel.ca

ANGLE REINFORCEMENT

Reinforcements
increase shelf capacity.
They bolt into front and back
lip of shelf panel.

Each unit requires
8 gussets.

KWIKERECT SHELVING
TYPES OF UNITS
OPEN SHELF UNIT
Kwikerect open shelf units provide economical storage space; but have the
strength and durability for industrial use.
The Back and Side braces provide added stability and can be alternated, if
installed in rows of several units.
Shelving components are finished with rust inhibitor undercoating and a durable
grey polymer powder coat finish.

CLOSED SHELVING UNIT WITH BIN BOXES
Back and sides of closed type shelving provide
additional stability while giving greater protection
to the contents.
This unit is most popular for bin box storage, for small parts storage and picking.
It can be used along or in conjunction with other units providing a finished look at
the end of rows.

DIVIDER UNIT
Bolted in shelf dividers offer the flexibility to easily separate, organize and
identify the locations of small parts and products. Full height dividers are used
to segment shelf levels and storage of individual items.
Angle bend top, bottom and back, with folded and flattened front edge. Used
primarily with closed type shelving.
Bin divider units can be used individually or in continuous configurations.

MODULAR DRAWER SHELF UNIT
Modular drawers in shelving are usually installed between knee and chest height
for contents to be more conveniently reached and for better visibility than in
stationary cabinets.
Extra bulk storage space is available – above and below – when placing drawers
into shelving unit, requiring only the same floor space as a cabinet.
Full extension drawers provide for more compact and better identified storage plus
easier retrieval of small tools / parts.
Drawers can be installed and moved to any level and can be incorporated into
your existing 24” deep shelving, using NAS adapter rails.
Features & Benefits:
All extension drawers, installed on roller glides, allow full access to back of the
drawer. Adjustable partitions and dividers for precise storage and inventory
control are available.
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OTHER PRODUCTS FROM NORTH AMERICAN STEEL
ROLLFORMED RACKING

WIDESPAN 4000 SHELVING

EASYUP 5000 SHELVING

EASYUP 7000 SHELVING

NORTH AMERICAN STEEL

With 60 Yea
YYears
rs
Manufacturing Experience
NORTH AMERICAN STEEL
is the leading name for
Innovative Storage Ideas
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